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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 

 

Note to Centres: There were a number of centres who had selected an invalid combination of units or 
had claimed the wrong units for a student that prevented overall qualifications results being issued. 
Please note that it is the responsibility of the centre to check that correct units have been entered for 
certification claims. OCR cannot guarantee that the issuing of results in these circumstances will meet 
deadlines for UCAS confirmation.' 

Sector Update: Two key changes have occurred in relation to the Level 3 Technicals qualifications, both 
in relation to the examined units; firstly, an additional re-sit has been allowed, so learners can have 2 
further attempts at an examined unit if they wish to improve their result from the first attempt made. And 
secondly, a ‘near pass’ R grade has been introduced, which enables learners who do not pass but 
achieve sufficient marks to gain some points for their examined unit outcome, which may mean that it is 
not necessary to re-sit the exam. 
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Paper Unit 6 series overview 
Some centres have continued to use the online resources provided by OCR to support the teaching and 
learning of Unit 6 for candidates. There was an increase in the understanding and application of key 
concepts including global village, collaborative project management and how social media can 
successfully promote brand awareness. However, there was also an increase in the number of 
candidates only completing one section of the exam paper. This practice is not advisable as an exam 
technique owing to the mandatory nature of the unit. 
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Section A overview 
Answers in Section A suggest that centres have encouraged candidates to expand on knowledge learnt 
from Unit 1 and Unit 2 to make sure that key terms, such as crowdsourcing and crowdfunding, were 
being included in answers. There was evidence that candidates could use examples of real social media 
marketing campaigns for a variety of products to support answers, however this was not done 
consistently across the board and therefore centres should continue to encourage linking Learning 
Outcomes to contemporary social media campaigns.  

 

Question 1 (a) 

The majority of candidates were able to identify advantages of globalisation such as increased audience 
reach, international crowdsourcing and maximising distribution and marketing techniques. Less 
successful responses, such as ‘more people’, were not considered in-depth enough to secure a mark. 
Centres are reminded to encourage candidates to use as much key terminology appropriate to the unit in 
their answers to show understanding of the Learning Outcomes. 

Question 1 (b) 

It was pleasing to see that many responses understood how social media could be seen to contradict the 
concept of the global village. Responses that referenced the ‘isolation’ that some people feel when using 
social media apps, the negative impacts of ‘trolling and hacking’ and the ‘digital divide’ which do not 
promote a utopian, interconnected society demonstrated an accurate understanding of the concept. 
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Question 2 

Responses to this question again demonstrated that candidates in the main understood that online 
technologies and tools allow people to create products, with apps such as Soundcloud and VoD services 
such as YouTube frequently referenced to show understanding of production and distribution. There 
were plenty of examples of candidates applying terminology to their answers, such as Web 2.0, 
prosumers and interactivity. Less successful answers did not reference any examples of online 
technologies. 

Question 3 (a) 

Most candidates were able to reference the app LinkedIn to support ideas about how personnel can be 
recruited in the digital age. Concepts such as crowdsourcing, online CV management by recruiters such 
as Indeed, and online portfolios were used as part of responses. Again, less successful answers did not 
give specific apps or online tools that would aid the process of the recruitment of personnel. 
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Question 3 (b) 

Correct responses to this question discussed the ways in which collaborative software allowed global 
industries to communicate and work together, with project management tools such as Apollo referenced. 
Less successful answers confused collaborative software with online production tools, such as Adobe 
CC software. 

Question 4 (a) 

Many answers successfully looked at the impact that regulatory bodies, such as IPSO and the ASA, 
have on the content that news providers distribute in terms of ensuring news or supporting adverts are 
factual so that ‘libel cases cannot be pursued’. Less successful answers demonstrated that some 
candidates had not read the question fully and discussed sectors such as film and regulators such as the 
BBFC.  
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Question 4 (b) 

This question was answered successfully by many candidates who clearly understood the risks of 
trolling, cyberbullying, identity theft and low self-esteem. Nearly all answers demonstrated a clear 
understanding of how privacy settings can be managed to limit views or comments on particular posts 
across different social media apps. 

Question 5 

As with Q4 (a) some candidates did not read the question correctly with many discussing two products or 
brands, or just one social media channel. However, there were some excellent responses given with 
candidates discussing, for example, Kylie Jenner’s make up range and how these were promoted on 
Snapchat and Instagram and the interactivity of the marketing for Love Island and how this creates 
synergy and engages the audience across social media platforms. 
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Section B overview 

This series continued to show an increase in the number of candidates allocated Level 5 for Section B. 
Many candidates showed their creativity in terms of the activities that could be used to market the new 
app ‘In Touch’ across a variety of social media channels and traditional advertising methods.  

Question 6 

The ‘In Touch’ app’s USP was to encourage young people to shop locally and was sponsored by holiday 
company ‘Tour UK’ and British online clothes shop ‘UnionGeer’. Candidates had to develop creative and 
appropriate activities and content as part of a blended marketing campaign. In this series, there were 
some good responses that demonstrated a clear understanding of the primary target audiences of 
teenagers and young professionals and the secondary target audience of middle aged and elderly local 
residents. Instagram and Facebook were cited as appropriate tools to reach the primary audiences of 
teenagers and young professionals respectively. The idea to run teaser adverts by local charities and 
community events, for example, was a good method of generating interest that could then be measured 
through social media aggregation tools. More traditional marketing, such as posters, were aimed at older 
audiences who could ‘use a code on the poster to play a local game of bingo then share their scores’. In 
terms of demonstrating an understanding of timescales and key milestones, a number of candidates 
drew a production schedule to show they fully understood the process and development of a blended 
campaign and then explained it to support their answer. Specific hashtags were also given by candidates 
as responses to demonstrate creative engagement with the brief, such as #intouchcountdown and 
#livelocalbeintouch. Other content suggestions included using Instagram influencers of a similar age 
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group to the primary audiences who would ‘go on a tour of their own local shops and tourist attractions’ 
with specific recommendations, and heavy involvement of the sponsors Tour UK and UnionGeer to set 
competitions to win a British holiday and clothing giveaways. The sponsors would then post the winners 
online, and for the holiday ‘a follow up daily social media case study of the places the winners visited’. 
There was clear evidence that some centres had prepared candidates well with key terminology such as 
social network aggregation, campaign objectives, Web 2.0, and blended marketing approaches included 
in responses. In terms of legal and ethical considerations, many candidates discussed issues such as 
copyright of assets used in the campaign, the need for consent and release forms of participants and fair 
representation to ensure inclusivity of diverse audiences. Less successful answers lacked creative ideas 
or gave ideas that were generic and not targeted to the specific brief. 
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Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications. 

Mark grade boundaries

Find the grade boundaries for this series on the OCR website.

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website. 

www.ocr.org.uk
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http://ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-4-results/grade-boundaries/
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OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding 
organisation, you can request more information by completing the 
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:  
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

© OCR 2019 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office  
The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.  
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

www.ocr.org.uk

OCR Customer Support Centre

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

Vocational qualifications
Telephone 02476 851509
Facsimile 02476 851633
Email vocational.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
www.ocr.org.uk
http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
mailto:vocational.qualifications%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
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